Law, politics, and the GPs’ contract

GMSC won’t break law but will identify contract defects

General practitioners throughout Britain are angry—with Mr Kenneth Clarke and with their leaders. A new contract that was rejected by a large majority in a national ballot of general practitioners has been imposed on them by the Secretary of State for Health.1 He has acted within the law, and the General Medical Services Committee is to keep its opposition to the new contract within the law (p 1107). Doctors’ anger is, however, qualified by the recognition by general practitioners that on this issue the public is confused and by no means totally supportive. Some of the changes in the new contract, such as making it easier for patients to change doctors and health checks for the elderly, seem good ideas to the average citizen. Last week the GMSC examined the law and the politics of the imposed contract and advised its angry constituents to be patient and not to embark on any sort of industrial action—it would only harm patients. So has Mr Clarke “won”? And what happens next?

General practitioners know but most of the public still seems unaware that this dispute predates the white paper Working for Patients.2 The new general practitioner contract is based on an earlier white paper, Promoting Better Health, which appeared in 1987.3 Confidential negotiations between the Department of Health and general practitioner leaders on the proposals for a new contract began even earlier than that and continued until May of this year, when the GMSC negotiators reluctantly agreed to commend to general practitioners a new form of contract as “the best they could achieve.” At the time their chairman, Dr Michael Wilson, told Mr Clarke that it was by no means certain that general practitioners would agree to the deal. When they were consulted most of the general practitioners rejected the new contract; the secretary of state refused to reopen negotiations; and having “consulted” with the profession as the law requires, on 16 October he announced that he would be laying regulations on the contract before parliament this session and that it would come into force in April 1990.4 With the government’s large parliamentary majority there is little doubt that Mr Clarke will achieve this objective.

Why are general practitioners so angry? Firstly, they really do not like the new contract. They resent the secretary of state’s negotiating tactics and having imposed on them substantial changes to their working conditions and the way they are paid. They resent the emphasis on numbers of patients and object to much of the detail such as the requirement to measure patients’ heights, which is tantamount to clinical direction. Secondly, many general practitioners cannot understand why the GMSC is continuing to negotiate with the Department of Health about a contract that they have resoundingly rejected. As a result some seem to have lost faith in their negotiators—a feeling evidenced by a proposal of “no confidence” in Dr Wilson at the meeting of the GMSC last week, though the committee supported him by a vote of 47 to 19.

Mr Clarke’s intransigence was signalled well ahead, and the BMA and the GMSC have had time to consider the choices available to them. The report of the alternative strategies working party (regrettably leaked to the Sunday press, in the fashion of the times) was discussed at length by the committee last week, but the conclusion was inevitable. Resignation from the NHS is the last resort, and it would succeed as a strategy only if most doctors would be willing to support the move. One suggestion, unilateral variation in the contract by doctors, would be illegal—and if organised by the BMA could lead to legal redress for incitement to breach of contract. In the world of industrial disputes as currently defined doctors have no practicable way of attacking their employer (strictly, the party to their contracts) without harming patients.

So the committee has recommended patience. It will continue its efforts to modify further the regulations—improvements have already been achieved. The contract and the regulations that will impose it will be “subjected to a careful scrutiny in order to provide the basis for a published report on the defects and the deficiencies resulting from the imposition.”

This means, in effect, that general practitioners’ representatives recognise that they have had to retreat after this battle but that they are not by any means defeated. Time is on the side of the medical profession. Governments come and go and so do health ministers: patients and doctors remain. Within two years this government will want to go into the next election campaign with some appearance of having solved the problems of the NHS. At this stage all it has managed is to antagonise most general practitioners, having already antagonised many hospital doctors, and the NHS review has yet to go through parliament.

We hope, however, that talk in the press of battles and victories can now be forgotten. Like the partners in a marriage (before the days of divorce) the doctors in the NHS and the government have got to go on working together; that means talking together and achieving some accommodation. Mr Clarke will recognise this, sooner or later.
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